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ƳŚŝźƣƾ ƶĩŵŹřŵųźŝƾ ŻřƱō ŚƷ ƪƯŚƃĮŤƀųƾŽźŤºſř  šǇǈŤºųř
śřƺųŚƷŵŹŵźſƽ ƭƹřŶƯºƿŚ       žºƠƳƶºŝŵŚºưŤƗřƂƷŚºĩƹśƹŚºƴŤƯ
Ưƾ ŶƃŚŝ)ææšřźŧř .(ºƠƴƯƾ   ŢƳƺºƄųƹŹƽ     ƂƷŚºĩƪƯŚºƃƱŚƯŻŚºſ
ƵźƸŝ Źƹƽ ƈƤƳƹŢƯŶųƶŗřŹřŹŵƱŚŧŐţǀź ƠƴƯƾ źŝƣǈųřǀšŚ ƪƴſźě
ƛǀŢŞ ƲŤƟŹŢſŵŻřƹŚƷŻƹŹƽ ŹŚĩƽ  ƹƱŶºƃŵƹŶºŰƯ ºƿŚ ŶºƘţƿƪ 
ŚƓƹƿƞ ) ŵřźƟřƺƳŚŧƿƶ ƶƯŶƇƶŝƂƫŚģ ŚƷƽ ƹƭřŶŴŤſřŝƾ ŵŚºưŤƗřƽ 
ƶŝŶƯƿźƿŢ ƱŚƯŻŚſƯƾ ŶƃŚŝ)æçæè.( ƳřŹŚŤſźěƾ ŢƳƺƄųŵŹƺƯƶĩ
ŹřźƣƯƾ ĭǀŶƳź Śưţƿƪ ŝǀźŤƄƽ ƟźůħźţƶŝƶŹŚŤſźěƽ ƿŚ Ɯţǀǀź ƪŰƯ
) ŶƳŹřŵřŹŵƺųŹŚĩææ(. ƶĩŚŬƳōŻř    ŚºŝƍŚºŞţŹřŝǀŹŚºư   ŌżºūºſŚſřƾ 
ŢŞƣřźƯŹŚŤſźěƽ Ţſř ŹŵŢƳƺƄųŻƹźŝºŰƯǀƎ     ƍŚºŞţŹřƖƳŚºƯŹŚºĩ
źŧƺƯƳŚƯŹŵƾ Ưƾ ŵƺƃ ƹĩǀƠǀŢ ŢŞƣřźƯ ŚƷƽ ŹŚŤſźěƽ ŢŰţřŹŧŐţǀź 
ŹřźƣƯƾ ŶƷŵ)æéŜŞſƹ (Ưƾ ŵƺƃ    ŻřśŚºƴŤūřŹƺºƔƴƯƶŝŹŚŤſźěƶĩ
ƟŹŚƷŹŚŤƽ ŶƸţƿŶ ƂƤƳƵŶƴƴĩŚưůƿŤƾ řŹŵƺųŵŚƳƿƵŶ   ŢºƣƹƹƶŤƟźĭ
źŤưĩƽ   ŚºŝřŹŝǀŹŚºư źĜºſƽ ŚưƳºƿŶ ƹºŤůƾ Żřƹƽ Źƹŵƽ    řŸºƫŶºƴĩ
ƳǀŚƷŻŚƽ ŝǀŹŚư ŝƾ   ŢºſřƲĪưƯƹƵŶƳŚƯŲſŚěřƿºƴưƾ ƹƽ    źºƐųƶºŝ
ŶŤƟřæê(.  
ƬƗƾ ƮƛŹ ƭŚŬƳřšŚƘƫŚƐƯ ŻƺƴƷƵŶƃƯǀƱřż ƣŵǀƢ ŢƳƺƄų ƬƗºǀƶ 
ŢſřƵŶƄƳƆŴƄƯƱřŹŚŤſźě ƴĤưƷǀƲ ƖŝŚƴƯŹƹźƯƃǀƕƺ   ŢƳƺºƄų
ƹŚƷŹƺƄĩŹŵĬƴƷźƟ ŚƷƽ ƱŚƄƳšƹŚƠŤƯřŹƱƺĭŚƳƺĭƯƾ ŶƷŵ   ŹŚºƯōƹ
ƞƬŤŴƯƍŚƤƳŹŵƵŶƃƶŗřŹřřƿƱřź Ƴǀż ƺƯƿŶ řƿƲ  )ŢºſřŜƬƐƯêæë
æì   ŹŵƵŶºƃƭŚºŬƳřšŚƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ .(řºƿƱřź     šƹŚºƠţźºŝƵƹǈºƗºƃǀƕƺ 
ŢƳƺƄųƬƗǀƶ ƱřŹŚŤſźěƶŝƂƴºĩřƹ ŚºƷƽ ƶºƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ    ƵŵŚƠŤºſřŵŹƺºƯ
ƺţƹƱřŹŚŤſźěƎſƯǀƱřż ŧŐţǀź řƿƲ Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚƷ ŢſřƵŶƃƵŹŚƃřźŤưĩ
ƹřƿƲ ƫŚůŹŵƾ ŹŵƶĩŢſřŚƣƹƿƖ ŢƳƺƄųƯōǀż ƶŝƫŵǀƪ ĩŚţºǀŶ   źºŝ
ơƺƤůŝǀŹŚưŵŹřƺƯźŨĩřŹŵŹŚŤſźěƢůŵŚƳºƿƵŶ   ƶºŤƟźĭºƯƾ ŵƺºƃ ƹ
ſǀƮŤƀ ŚưůƿŤƾ ƿŚ ěǀĮǀźƽ Ŷūƽ ƬƗǀƶ ŹŵřŸƫŵŹřŶƳŵƺūƹŢƳƺƄų
ŚƸƴţźƋŚůƩŚů ŵŹƺƯŹřżŝřƱřŹŚŤſźěƵŵŚƠŤſřºưƷǀƲ Ƃƴºĩřƹ ŚºƷƽ 
ƶƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ źĭřƹŶƴŤƀƷřƿƲ Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚƷ ŶƴƃŚŝźŧƺƯŚƳ ƱřźºŞūšřŹŚƀų 
ŸěŚƳƿźƽ    řŸºƫ .ŶºƃŶƷřƺųŵŹřƹƱřŹŚŤſźěƶŝřºƿƲ     ƝŶºƷŚºŝƶºƘƫŚƐƯ
ƘţǀǀƲ ƯǀƱřż ƃǀƕƺ ŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳřƂƴĩřƹ ŚƷƽ ƶºƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ   ƱřŹŚŤºſźě
ƹŢƳƺƄųƩŚưƗřŵŹřƺƯŹŵƯǀƱřż ŧŐţǀź řƿƲ Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚƷ ŶƃƭŚŬƳř  
  
ƹŵřƺƯƁƹŹ ŚƷ  
řƿƲ ƂƷƹĦěƿĨ ƶƘƫŚƐƯƇƺţǀƠƾ ƘƐƤƯƾ ŵƺŝ    ƂƷƹĦºěƶºƳƺưƳ
   ƪƯŚºƃƹƂƷƹĦºěƶºƘƯŚūƱŚưƷ Ƭĩºǀƶ   ŹŵƪƛŚºƃƱřŹŚŤºſźě ŹŚºƸģ 
ŝǀƱŚŤſŹŚư ƃŻƺƯōƾ ƁƹŹƶŝƶĩŵƺŝŵŚŝōƭźųźƸƃŹŚưƃźſƽ ƶưƷ
Ʊō ŚƷ )éçè  .ŶƴŤƟźĭŹřźƣƶƘƫŚƐƯŵŹƺƯ (źƠƳƶƳƺưƳ ŚƷ žƴūƹŵźƷŻř
ſźěƪƯŚƃƹƹƱřŹŚŤƸŝǀƱřŹŚ ƶưƷŹŵƪƛŚƃƂŴŝ ŚƷ    ƪºưƗơŚºţřżū
   ƪƣřŶºůŚºŝºƿĨ   ƶƤŝŚºſƩŚºſŹŚºĩƽ ŹŵżºĩźƯ ƳŚºƯŹŵƾ  .ŵƺºŝ Źřżºŝř
Ɩưū Źƹōƽ Ƶŵřŵ ŚƷ ŹŵřºƿƲ ƤŰţºǀƢ   ƪƯŚºƃ   šŚºƈŴƄƯƭźºƟŵźºƟƽ 
ƗŚưŤūřƾ ƶĩƵŹŚě řƽ šŚƗǈƏřŻřƔƳǀźƲſžƴºū  ƱřƺºƴƗƬƜºƃƾ
ƈŰţǀšǈŢƯŶųšřƺƴſŢƯŶųƪŰƯƂŴŝƃǀŢƠ ŹŚĩƽƺºƳƕ
ƭřŶŴŤºſřŢưºſŵřŶºƘţºƃǀŢƠ ƵŚºƯŹŵŵřŶºƘţƹŝǀƳřŹŚºưƾ ƶºĩ
ƱřŹŚŤſźě źƷŹŵƃǀŢƠ ŚŝƱō ŚƷ    ŵƺºųƶƯŚƴºƄſźěƹŶƴŤƃřŵŵŹƺųźŝ
ƃŹřżĭƾ šŚƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƶĩŵƺŝŢƳƺƄųƬŞƣƾ ŵƺŝƵŶƃƵŵŚƠŤſřƱōŻř. 
řƿƲ ŚŝƶƯŚƴƄſźěĩŶƳřƾ Ɯţǀǀź ŹřżŝřŹŵƸţºǀƶ     ƱŚƯŻŚºſƎºſƺţƵŶºƃ
ŢººƃřŶƸŝƳŚººƸūƾ řźººŝƽ Ɩººưū Źƹōƽ ţŚººƗǈƏřƾ   ƕřƺººƳřƕƺººƣƹŻř
ŢƳƺƄų ŚƷƽ ƟǀżƿĪƾƯǈĩƾƀƴūǀŤƾŵřĦƳƽ   ƱŚĭŶƳƺºƃŜºĪţźƯ
ŢƳƺƄųŢƳƺºƄųƶŝƱŚƯŻŚſƹƱřŹŚŤſźěƂƴĩřƹ   ŶƘŤºƀƯƪºƯřƺƗ
ƵŶƴƴĩ ƹƶŤƟźĭŹřźƣƵŵŚƠŤſřŵŹƺƯƪŞƣšŚƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƶĩŵƺŝřƹŹƾƿ ƹ
ŚěƿŚƾƿ ŹřżŝřŚţǀƿŶ   )ŵƺºŝƵŶºƃæí  ŢºƸū .(ŚěºƿŚƾƿ    ŻŚºŝƁƹŹŻřŹřżºŝř
ƯŻōŚƾƿ ŹŵƿĨ ƶƘƫŚƐƯţŚƯŶƤƯƾ    .ŶºƃƵŵŚƠŤºſřźºƋƿŜ ĮŤºƀŞưƷƾ 
ŝǀƲ šǇřŒſ ƶƬƇŚƟƶŝƶĩƭƹŵƹƩƹřŹŚŝƿĨ ŵƺŝƵŶƃźěƶŤƠƷîì/å 
) ŵƺŝƵŶƃŵŹƹōźŝæí     ƶºŗřŹřŻřžºěźĮºƄƷƹĦěřŶºŤŝř .(ºƟźƘƯƾ ƶºƯŚƳ 
ƶŝƂƷƹĦěŶƯƿźƿŢ ŝǀƱŚŤſŹŚư ŚƷƽ ƃŻƺƯōƾ ŵŚŝōƭźųźƸƃŜƀĩƹ 
ƵŻŚūřƶƯŚƴƄſźě ŚƷƽ   řŹƶºƏƺŝźƯºŝǀƲ   ƱřŹŚºĪưƷºƄƷƹĦěƾ ŻƺţºƿƖ 
ŚŝƶƐŝřŹŹŵƹƵŵƺưƳƘƯǀŚƷŹŚƽ ƂƷƹĦěƶŝŵƹŹƹšŚƔůǈƯƣǈųřƾ ƹ
   ƶƯŚƴºƄſźěƱŵƺºưƳźºěƵƺŰƳ ºƋƺţǀšŚŰ   ƶºŝƭŻǇƱō ŚºƷ  .ŶºƃƵŵřŵ 
ƶƯŚƴƄſźěŝǀƲ ƳřŹŚŤſźěƾ ƶºĩ ƘƯºǀŹŚ    ŶƴŤºƃřŵřŹƶºƘƫŚƐƯƶºŝŵƹŹƹ
ŻƺţƿƖ   ƅƺºƈųŹŵƹŶƃšǇřŒºſ      ƶƯŚƴºƄſźěƱŵƺºưƳźºěƵƺºŰƳƹ
ƋƺţǀšŚŰ ƭŻǇ ŚƷźĮƄſźěƎſƺţ ƶŝƱō ŚƷ Żřžě .ŶƃƵŵřŵưĪţǀƪ
ƶƯŚƴƄſźě ŚƷ Ɩưū Źƹōƽ   ŹřżºƟřƭźºƳŻřƵŵŚƠŤſřŚŝƹ SPSS16   ŹŚºƯōƹ
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 ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷ  
Żřêêå ƶƯŚƴººƄſźěŻƺţººƿƖ   ŵřŶººƘţƵŶººƃéçè)ë/íéźººƠƳ (%
řŹƶƯŚƴƄſźě ưĪţǀƪ ưƳ .ŶƳŵƺƯǀĮƳŚǀƲ ƴſƾ   ƱřŹŚŤºſźěé/ì± é/èæ 
 .ŵƺŝƩŚſíèŶƇŹŵƱō ŚƷ ƹƱŻƤŝǀƶ  .ŶƳŵƺŝŵźƯí/îéŶƇŹŵ ŹŚŤſźě
  ħŹŶºƯƹºſŚƴƃŹŚĩƾ ƹç/êŶºƇŹŵ ƸŝºǀŹŚ    źºƔƳŻř .ŶºƳŵƺŝƘºƋƹǀŢ 
ƯřŶŴŤſřƾí/ëåŶƇŹŵ ŚƷŶůřƹƽ ƶƘƫŚƐƯŵŹƺƯưºſŹƾ ºƿŚ ěǀƳŚºưƾ 
źƔƳŻřƹŶƳŵƺŝƃǀŢƠ ŹŚĩƽ Ƴǀż ìèŶƇŹŵ ƃǀŢƠ Ƅųźģƾ ŶƴŤƃřŵ 
è/çŶƇŹŵ ƹŹŚŤſźěźſƱŚĭŶƴƴĩŢĩźƃî/æŶƇŹŵ řƹźěƺſƿŹż  .ŶƳŵƺŝ
ƯǀĮƳŚǀƲ šřƺƴſŹŚºĩƽ ŵřźºƟřŹŵ     ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƵŶºƴƴĩŢĩźºƃî/ë± 
åì/í ŵƺŝƩŚſ. Ʈĩ ƶƤŝŚſ źţƿƲ æ ƶƤŝŚſźěƹƩŚſ źţƿƲ Ʊō ŚƷ èå ƩŚſ
 .ŢƃřŵƶƤŝŚſƯǀĮƳŚǀƲ ŵřŶƘţƃǀŢƠ ŚƷ   ƵŚºƯŹŵî/ë± ê/çî ºƃǀŢƠ 
 .ŵƺŝƯǀĮƳŚǀƲ ŵřŶƘţŝǀƳřŹŚưƾ    źºƷŹŵƶºĩºƃǀŢƠ   ŚºŝƱō ŚºƷ   ŵŹƺºųźŝ
ŶƴŤƃřŵè/ææ± ë/æê ŝǀŹŚư ƩƹŶūŵƺŝæ.(  
  








çî-æî  æîç  êå  
èî-èå  æçë  í/èç  
éî-éå  êí  æ/æê  
êå>  í  æ/ç  
Ɩưū  èíî  æåå  
žƴū  
ŵźƯ  ìç  æì  
ƱŻ  èêæ  íè  
Ɩưū  éçè  æåå  
ƪƜƃ  
ƸŝǀŹŚ  çç  ç/ê  
ŹŚŤſźě  éåå  é/îí  
Ɩưū  éçç  æåå  
ƈŰţǀšǈ  
ŵƿƮƬĜ  æî  ê/é  
ƫǀžƳŚƀ  èîí  í/îé  
ơƺƟƫǀžƳŚƀ  è  ì/å  
Ɩưū  éçå  æåå  
ƭřŶŴŤſř  
ưſŹƾěǀƳŚưƾ  çêé  í/ëå  
ŵřŵŹřźƣƽ  êê  é/æè  
ůźƏƾ  æåí  í/çê  
Ɩưū  éæì  æåå  
ƃǀŢƠ  
ŮŞƇ  íç  í/æî  
źƈƗ  æí  è/é  
Ŝƃ  æç  î/ç  
Ƅųźģƾ  èåè  ìè  
Ɩưū  éæê  æåå  
Ţưſ  
ƸŝǀŹŚ  æî  ê/é  
ŹŚŤſźě  èíè  æ/îæ  
ŹŚŤſźěźſ  æå  è/ç  
řƹźěƺſƿŹż  í  î/æ  
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) ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūç:( ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳřƬƗǀƶ ŢƳƺƄųƩŚưƗřƖŝŚƴƯŜƀůźŝƱřŹŚŤſźě 
ŝǀŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹ ŹŚĪưƷƳŚƯŹŵƾ ƺƟŚƯơ  ƳřƹřźƟƾ  
ŢƳƺƄųƕƺƳ ŶƇŹŵ) ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ) ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ) ŵřŶƘţ 
ç/çì ææè í/ê çé î/ë çî  ƟǀżƿĪƾ 
ê/ìí èæí ç/éè æìì æ/éë æíí  Ưǈĩƾ 
ê/æî ìì ë/æé êî ë/æç êæ  ŵřĦƳƽ 
ë/é  çé  ê/ç  æå  æ/è  æç   ƀƴūǀŤƾ  
  
 æ/æçŶƇŹŵ ŹŵƱřŹŚŤſźěƂŴŝ ŚƷƽ žƳřĥŹƹřé/ççŶºƇŹŵ Źŵ
ƂŴŝ ŚƷƽ ƹƿƵĦæ/ççŶƇŹŵ ŹŵƂŴŝ ŚƷƽ ůřźūƾì/çèŶƇŹŵ Źŵ
ƂŴŝ ŚƷƽ Ƭųřŵƾ ì/íŶƇŹŵ ŹŵƂŴŝ ŚƷƽ ƱŚºĩŵƺĩé/êŶºƇŹŵ Źŵ
ƂŴŝ ŚƷƽ ƹƱřƹŹƹśŚƈƗř ë/çŶºƇŹŵ     źºŤƟŵŹŵƱŚĭŶºƴƴĩŢĩźºƃ
ŹŚŤſźěƽ  .ŶƳŵƺŝŢƯŶųƶŝƩƺƜƄƯƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷ ŵřŵƱŚƄƳ ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ   ƕƺºƳ
ƵŶƃƩŚưƗřŢƳƺƄųƬƗǀƶ ŢƳƺƄųƱřŹŚŤſźěƯǈĩƾ ƹţźţƶŝºǀŜ Żř
ƺſƽ ŝǀƱřŹŚư ƿŚ ƱŚƷřźưƷƱō ŚºƷ)ê/ìí(%  )ơƺƟŚºƯƩƺŘºƀƯç/éë (%
ƱřŹŚĪưƷƳŚƯŹŵƾ)æ/éèƩŚưƗř(%ºƯƾ Ŷºƃžºě .   ŢƳƺºƄųŻřºƯǈĩƾ 
ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƳřƹřźƟƾ     ŢƳƺºƄųƕřƺºƳřƩŚºưƗřƬƗºǀƶ    ŢƳƺºƄųƱřŹŚŤºſźě
ƟǀżƿĪƾ)ç/çìƎſƺţ (%ŝǀƱřŹŚºư   ƱŚºƷřźưƷƹƱō ŚºƷ    ŢƳƺºƄų .ŵƺºŝ
ŵřĦƳƽ ŚŝƳřƹřźƟƾ ê/æîŶƇŹŵë/æéŶƇŹŵ ƹë/æçŶƇŹŵ   ƶºŝţźţºǀŜ 
ƎſƺţŝǀƱřŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹƱō ŚƷƹơƺƟŚƯƩƺŘƀƯ ƱřŹŚĪưƷƳŚºƯŹŵƾ 
Źŵ .ŵƺŝƵŶƃƩŚưƗřřƿƲ ƶƘƫŚƐƯźŤưĩƿƲ   ŢƳƺºƄųƩŚưƗřƕƺƳƬƗºǀƶ 
ƱřŹŚŤſźěƀƴūƾ ƹŚƃƿŶ ŢƠĭƱřƺŤŝźŤƸŝƀƴūǀŤƾ ƶĩŵƺŝŝǀźŤƄ Żř
ŜƳŚūŝǀƱřŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹƱō ŚƷ)é/ëŻřƱōŻřžěƹ (%ƺſƽ ƩƺŘƀƯ
ŚƯơƺƟæ/èƱřŹŚĪưƷƹ (%ƳŚƯŹŵƾ)ê/çƩŚưƗř (%Ưƾ Ŷƃ   ƩƹŶºū)ç.( 
ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ ƶŝƍƺŝźƯƳřƹřźƟƾ   ƩƹŶºūŹŵŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳřŹřźĪţè   ƶºŗřŹř
ƹŢſřƵŶƃŝǀźĮƳŚ řƿƲ ƶĩŢſřŢƳƺƄų ŚƷ ŜƬƛřšŹƺƇƶŝ ƣŚºƠţřƾ 
űŹƵŵřŵ ŶƳř.   
 ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ         ƶºĩŵřŵƱŚºƄƳŢƳƺºƄųƩŚºưƗřƖŝŚºƴƯƶºŝƍƺºŝźƯ
ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƩŚưƗřŢƳƺƄų   ŻřƵŶºƃƺºſƽ ƫƺŘºƀƯǀƲ    ƎºſƺţơƺƟŚºƯ
ƱřŹŚŤºſźěźſêèơŚºƠţř (%ºƯƾ ŶºŤƟřŹŵ .ºŝǀƲ ƱřŹŚºĪưƷƳŚºƯŹŵƾ
ŹŚŤſźěƱřŹŚĪưƷê/éí (%ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƯǀƱřż   ƵŶºƃŜĪţźƯřŹŢƳƺƄų
ƹŶƳŵƺŝŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ŢƳƺƄųƱŚĭŶƳƺƃŜĪţźƯƬƗǀƶ ƱřŹŚŤſźěŝǀƱřŹŚư 
ƱŚƷřźưƷƹŝǀŹŚư )ê/êí (%žĜſƹ   ƱŚºƷřźưƷŝǀŹŚºư)é/èêŹŵƹ (%
ƸƳŚƿŢ ŝǀƱřŹŚư)æ/ë(% ƩƹŶūŶƳŵƺŝé(.   
  
) ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūè:( ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳřŹřźĪţƬƗǀƶ ƱřŹŚŤſźě 
ŢƳƺƄųƕƺƳ  
  
ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŢƳƺƄųŹřźĪţ   
ƟǀżƿĪƾ  Ưǈĩƾ  ŵřĦƳƽ  ƀƴūƾ  
ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  
ơƺƟŚƯ  
ƶƳřŻƹŹ  è  è/æå  æë  ê/í  î  ë/æì  -  -  
ĮŤƠƷƾ  è  è/æå  çç  ì/ææ  í  ì/æê  ç  ì/æë  
ƷŚƯǀƶƳŚ  è  è/æå  çì  é/æé  ë  í/ææ  ç  ì/æë  
ƣŚƠţřƾ  çå  ëî  æçè  é/ëê  çí  î/êé  ç  ì/æë  
ŹŚĪưƷƳŚƯŹŵƾ  
ƶƳřŻƹŹ  -  -  ê  í/ç  ë  ç/æå    -  
ĮŤƠƷƾ  é  ì/æë  æé  î/ì  î  è/æê  æ  æå  
ƷŚƯǀƶƳŚ  è  ê/æç  èè  ë/æí  î  è/æê  è  èå  
ƣŚƠţřƾ  æì  í/ìå  æçê  ë/ìå  èê  è/êî  ë  ëå  
ŝǀŹŚư řźưƷƹƱŚƷ  
ƶƳřŻƹŹ  î  í  éæ  î/æç  î  é/ææ  ç  è/í  
ĮŤƠƷƾ  ææ  ì/î  êç  é/æë  æç  ç/æê  æ  ç/é  
ƷŚƯǀƶƳŚ  ææ  ì/î  êë  ë/æì  æç  ç/æê  í  è/èè  
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) ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūé:( ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŢƳƺƄųƩŚưƗřƖŝŚƴƯ ƬƗǀƶ ƱřŹŚŤſźě  
ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŞƀƳƾ  źƟřƳřƹƾ ƢƬƐƯ  ƳřƹřźƟƾ 
ƖŞƴƯ ƳƺƄųŢ  ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ 
æ/çé  éé ƱƹźŤƯ 
ơƺƟŚƯƎſƺţŢƳƺƄų î/çç  éç řƹźěƺſƿŹż  
êè îì ŹŚŤſźěźſ 
æåå æíè Ɩưū  
ì/æé  çå Ĩƃżě 
ƱřŹŚĪưƷƎſƺţŢƳƺƄų  
ì/çê  èê ƩƺŘƀƯƃǀŢƠ  
ê/éí  ëë Śſƿź ŹŵŚĩŹŚŤſźěƽ  
æ/ææ  æê ƪƴſźěŚƯŻōƿƵŚĮƄŵřŹƿĥƺƫƺƽ  
æåå æèë Ɩưū  
ê/êí  æîç ƎſƺţŢƳƺƄųŝǀŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹ  
ƎſƺţŢƳƺƄųŝǀŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹ  é/èê  ææë ƱŚƷřźưƷŝǀŹŚư  
æ/ë  çå ŝǀŹŚư  
æåå èçí Ɩưū  
  
ƴĤưƷǀƲ ŚŤƳƿŪ ƱƺƯŻōŚĩƽ    ƍŚºŞţŹřźŗƺĪºſřºƴƘƯƾ Źřŵƽ ºŝǀƲ 
ƹžƴūƳřƹřźƟƾ ƩƹŶºūŵřŶƳƱŚƄƳŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳřêŹŵ .(ƫŚºůƾ ƶºĩ 
ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŢƳƺƄųƯǈĩƾ ƎſƺţƵŶƃƩŚưƗřŝǀŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹƺƏƶŝŹ 
ƴƘƯƾ Źřŵƽ ŹŵƸŝǀƱřŹŚ ŝǀźŤƄ ƩƹŶū) .ŵƺŝƱřŹŚŤſźěŻřë (  
  




Ƭŝƾ  ųǀź  ƪĩ  
ųƾ ƹŵ  df P-Value  
ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  
ơƺƟŚƯƩƺŘƀƯ  
ŵźƯ  çé  î/èë  éæ  æ/ëè  ëê  æåå  
ëåí/ç  æ  æ/å  
ƱŻ  æëé  í/éì  æìî  ç/êç  èéè  æåå  
ƱřŹŚĪưƷƳŚƯŹŵƾ  
ŵźƯ  çë  ç/èí  éç  í/ëæ  ëí  æåå  
íåî/å  æ  èë/å  
ƱŻ  æêæ  ç/éé  æîæ  í/êê  èéç  æåå  
ŝǀŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹ  
ŵźƯ  êê  î/íê  î  æ/æé  ëé  æåå  
éíå/ç  æ  ææ/å  
ƱŻ  çëè  æ/ìì  ìí  î/çç  èéæ  æåå  
  




Ƭŝƾ  ųǀź  ƪĩ  
ųƾ ƹŵ  df 
P-
Value  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  
ơƺƟŚƯƩƺŘƀƯ  
ƸŝǀŹŚ  î  æ/èî  æé  î/ëå  çè  æåå  
éìé/å  æ  éî/å  
ŹŚŤſźě  æìî  ê/éë  çåë  ê/êè  èíê  æåå  
ƱřŹŚĪưƷƳŚƯŹŵƾ  
ƸŝǀŹŚ  æå  ê/éê  æç  ê/êé  çç  æåå  
åéî/å  æ  íç/å  
ŹŚŤſźě  æëì  éè  ççæ  êì  èíí  æåå  
ŝǀŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹ  
ƸŝǀŹŚ  çæ  ê/îê  æ  ê/é  çç  æåå  
îêë/è  æ  åéì/å  
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) ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūë:( ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŢƳƺƄųƖŝŚƴƯƯǈĩƾ ƬƗǀƶ ƶŝƱřŹŚŤſźěĪƠţǀĨ Ʋſ  
ƩŚưƗřƖŝŚƴƯ
ŢƳƺƄųƯǈĩƾ  
ƵŵŹƴſƾ  Ƭŝƾ  ųǀź  
Śĩƽ ç  df P 
ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  ŵřŶƘţ  ŶƇŹŵ  
ơƺƟŚƯƩƺŘƀƯ  
  
<çê  ìç  é/éç  ææç  ì/êê  
çæì/æå  è  åæì/å  
çê-èê  ëì  é/èî  êê  é/çì  
èê-éê  çê  ì/æé  èç  î/æê  
éê>  ë  ê/è  ç  æ  
ƱřŹŚĪưƷƳŚƯŹŵƾ  
<çê  ëè  é/èî  ææí  ç/êë  
èçè/æç  è  ååë/å  
çê-èê  ëè  é/èî  ëå  ë/çí  
èê-éê  çí  ê/æì  èå  è/æé  
éê>  ë  í/è  ç  æ  
ƱřŹŚĪưƷƳŚƯŹŵƾ  
<çê  æèæ  ç/éê  êè  ì/ëî  
íæê/æé  è  ååç/å  
çê-èê  æåå  ê/èé  æë  æ/çæ  
èê-éê  êç  î/æì  ë  î/ì  
éê>  ì  é/ç  æ  è/æ  
  
 ŚŤƳƿŪ ſŹźŝƾ   ŢƳƺºƄųƵŶƴƴĩŶƘŤƀƯƪƯřƺƗƬƗºǀƶ   ƱřŹŚŤºſźě
ŵřŵƱŚƄƳëìŶƇŹŵ ƯŵŹƺƯŵřźƟřīźƯƶƘƫŚƐŝǀ  ƱřŹŚºưì/ëéŶºƇŹŵ 
ƭŚůŵŻřŝǀƂ ŶůŻřºŰƯǀƎ   ƹŹŚºĩê/ëìŶºƇŹŵ ŵºƿź    ƱŶºƃźºƋŚů
źŝĨƃżěƫŚŝǀƲ ŝǀŹŚư ƱřƺƴƗƶŝ řŹŝǀźŤƄƿƲ    ƵŶºƴƴĩŶƘŤºƀƯƪƯřƺƗ
ŢƳƺƄųƬƗǀƶ ŚƸƴţƹŶƳŵƺưƳźĩŷƱřŹŚŤſźěê/èçŶºƇŹŵ   ƱřŹŚŤºſźě
ŝƾ Ƹūƺţƾ ƶŝŝǀŹŚư ƵŵřƺƳŚųƹƹƽé/èéŶƇŹŵ ƹŹřŵƝźƈƯƿŚ   ŵřƺºƯ
ƮƷƺţƹřŻé/èìŶƇŹŵ ƶƯŚƳźŝƲŤƃřŶƳºƃŻƺƯōƾ řźºŝƽ ěǀĮºƄǀźƽ Żř
ŢƳƺƄųƵŶƴƴĩŶƘŤƀƯƪƯŚƗƱřƺƴƗƶŝ řŹŢƳƺƄųƬƗºǀƶ   ƱřŹŚŤºſźě
ƩƹŶūŶƳŵźĩƱřƺƴƗì .(  
  
) ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūì:( ƳřƹřźƟƾ ŢƳƺƄųƵŶƴƴĩŶƘŤƀƯƪƯřƺƗěǀŵŚƸƴƄ ƱřŹŚŤſźěƎſƺţƵŶƃ 
Ɩưū ųǀź Ƭŝƾ  ƳřƹřźƟƾ ƵŶƴƴĩŶƘŤƀƯƪƯŚƗ 
ƪƯŚƗƕƺƳ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ 
æåå éçç ë/ëê çìì é/èé æéê ƹŹřŵƝźƈƯƿŚ řŻƮƷƺţŵřƺƯ 
æåå éçç î/éæ æìì æ/êí çéê šŚƳŚĪƯřŵƺŞƳƴƯřǀŤƾ 
æåå éçç ç/èç æèë í/ëì çíë īźƯŝǀƱřŹŚư 
æåå  éçç  ë/ëç  çëé  é/èì  æêí  ƶƯŚƳźŝƲŤƃřŶƳƃŻƺƯōƾ řźŝƽ ěǀĮƄǀźƽ ŢƳƺƄųŻř  
æåå  éçç  ê/ëì  çíê  ê/èç  æèì  ŝƾ Ƹūƺţƾ ƶŝŝǀŹŚư ƵŵřƺƳŚųƹƹƽ  
æåå  éçç  è/èê  æéî  ì/ëé  çìè  ƭŚůŵŻřŝǀƂ ŹŵŶůŻřŰƯǀƎ ŹŚĩ  
æåå  éçç  ê/éî  çåî  ê/êå  çæè  ƛƺƬƃƾ źſƹřŶƇƹƽ ŻƿŵŚ ŰƯǀƎ ŹŚĩ  
æåå  éçç  é/ëå  çêê  ë/èî  æëì  ŵƺūƹŝǀŹŚưƽ ƳřƹŹƾ ƮūŚƸƯŵźƟŹŵ  
æåå  éçç  ê/èç  æèì  ê/ëì  çíé  ŵƿź ƃżěƱŶƃźƋŚůźŝĨƫŚŝǀƲ ŝǀŹŚư  
  
ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƂƴĩřƹƶƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ ƶŝŢƳƺƄųƕƺƣƹŵŹřƺƯŹŵƱřŹŚŤſźě
ţźţǀŜ ) ƂƯřŹōƶŝšƺƗŵæ/íé(%  ƱŶºƳřƺųřźƟƳŚºŞƸĮƳƾ )î/ìì(%
ơƺƟŚƯƶŝƁŹřżĭí/ëë) ŵƺųŻřƕŚƟŵƹ (%ç/ëè  .ŵƺºŝ (%ºŝƾ šƹŚºƠţ 
Ʊŵƺŝë/ëå(%ŹŵƯǀƱŚ ƱřŹŚĪưƷŚŝƲŤƃřŸĭæ/ëå(%ƱŵźĩŵƺưƳřƹ
ƶŝřƿƴƶĪ ƣŚƠţřƾ ƳǀƵŵŚŤƠ)ç/êìŹŵƹ (%ƯǀƱŚ    ƹƱŚŤºſƹŵŚºŝƲŤƃřŸĭ
) ƵŵřƺƳŚºųë/éí(% ŻřŵƿźºĮ Ƃƴºĩřƹ ŚºƷƽ   ƎººſƺţƵŵŚƠŤºſřŵŹƺºƯ
  ƶºƐŝřŹŹŵ .ŵƺºŝƱřŹŚŤſźě   ŚºŝƯºǀƱřż ŧŐºţǀź Ƃƴºĩřƹ ŚºƷƽ ƶºƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ 
ƱřŹŚŤſźěŚŤƳƿŪ ŵřŵƱŚƄƳî/îçŶºƇŹŵ ƳřŹŚŤºſźěƾ    ŢºſřƺųŹŵƶºĩ
ŢƯřźƛƵŵźĩ ŶƳřæååŶƇŹŵ ƳŚƀĩƾ ƔƳŻřƶĩƭŚŹŚŤſźěƽ ŢſřƺųŹŵ
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ŶºƳŵƺŝê/ìëŶºƇŹŵ ƳŚºƀĩƾ ƶºĩěǀĮºǀźƽ ƳƺƳŚºƣƾ ƹŶºƳŵƺŝƵŵźºĩ
è/ìëŶƇŹŵ ƳŚƀĩƾ ŹŵƶĩƺŬŤƀūƽ    ƭřŶºƣřŶºƳŵƺŝƵŶƯōźŝƵŹƹŚƄƯ
řŹŵƺųŝƾ ŧŐţǀź ƿŚ ƮĩŧŐţǀź    Źŵ .ŶºƳŵƺưƳƁŹřżºĭƫŚºůƾ ƶºĩ   źºŞų
ƱŵźĩƳŚºŞƸĮƳƾ ŚºĮƴƷŹŵ   ŹŵřŹŢƳƺºƄųƕƺºƣƹƭéêŶºƇŹŵ   ŵŹřƺºƯ
ƯřŶƣřƾ ŹŵƹźŧƺƯç/ææŶƇŹŵ ƯřŶƣřƾ ºƀŝǀŹŚ     .ŶºƳŵźĩŵřŶºưƬƣźŧƺºƯ
ƱřŹŚŤſźěźŨĩřŚſƿź Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚƷ ŢƳƺƄųƪŝŚƤƯŹŵƵŶƃƶŤƟźĭŹŚĩƶŝ
řŹŝƾ ŧŐţǀź ƿŚ Ʈĩ ŧŐţǀź ƩƹŶūŶƳŵźĩƭǈƗří .(  
) ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūí:( ƳřƹřźƟƾ ƹƯǀƱřż ŧŐţǀź Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚƷƽ ƶƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ ƶŝ ƵŵźŝŹŚĩ ƱřŹŚŤſźěƎſƺţƵŶƃ  
  
ŽŚºſřźºŝƿƶºŤƟŚ ŚºƷƽ ƵŶºƯōŢºſŵƶºŝ ŝǀźŤºƄƿƲ ĦţřźŤºſřƽ 
ěǀŵŚƸƴƄƽ źŧƺƯŢƳƺƄųƂƷŚĩŹŵƬƗǀƶ    ŌŚºƤţŹřƱřŹŚŤºſźěĩǀƠºǀŢ 
řźƯŢŞƣ ŚƷ ƹŰƯǀƎ ŹŚĩé/ìë(%řżºƟřƿƂ ƴƯřºǀŢ ºƳřƹŹƾ ƹŚưůºƿŢ 
ƳƺƳŚƣƾ)ìçƹ (%řżƟřƿƂ ƪƴſźěŵřŶƘţƳŚŞƸĮƳƾ )í/ëë(% ƩƹŶū) ŵƺŝ
î .(  
  
) ƵŹŚưƃƩƹŶūî:( ƳřƹřźƟƾ ƕřƺƳřĦţřźŤſřƽ ŚƷƽ ěǀŵŚƸƴƄƽ ŢƳƺƄųƂƷŚĩŢƸūƬƗǀƶ ŻřƱřŹŚŤſźěŵƿƵŚĭŶ ƱřŹŚŤſźě  
Ɩưū ųǀź  Ƭŝƾ  ƳřƹřźƟƾ  
ƕƺƳĦţřźŤſřƽ  ƇŹŵŶ  ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ 
æåå éçå ë/çè  îî é/ìë  èçæ ŌŚƤţŹř ĩǀƠǀŢ ŰƯǀƎ ŹŚĩ  
æåå éçç æ/êí  çéê î/éæ  æìì ŢŞŧŚƣƹƿƖ ƹŢƳƺƄųřƿŵŚŬ ƵŶƳƹźěřźŝƽ ưūŚƸƯǀƲ  
æåå éçç î/ëê  çìí æ/èé  æéé źĮƫŚŝźƛƽ ŝǀŹŚưƽ ŢƳƺƄųƶƤŝŚſŚŝ  
æåå éçç æ/êì  çéæ î/éç  æíæ ƪưƘƫřŹƺŤſŵŵƺūƹřźŝƽ ƕǈƏřƯƺưƗƾ  
æåå éçç ç/èè  æéå í/ëë  çíç řżƟřƿƂ ƪƴſźěŵřŶƘţƳŚŞƸĮƳƾ  
æåå éçç í/êè  çìì ç/éë  æîê ƁŻƺƯōƁƹŹ ŚƷƽ ƪƴſźěƶŝŢƳƺƄųŚŝƶƬŝŚƤƯ  
æåå éçå î/êæ  çæí æ/éí  çåç ŵřŶƘţƂƷŚĩŝǀƱřŹŚư  
æåå éçç è/èë  æêè ì/ëè  çëî řżƟřƿƂ šŚƳŚĪƯřƷŚƟŹƾ ŝǀƱřŹŚư  
æåå éçæ çí ææí ìç èåè řżƟřƿƂ ƴƯřǀŢ ƳřƹŹƾ ƹŚưůƿŢ ƳƺƳŚƣƾ  
æåå éçç ì/ëî  çîé è/èå  æçí šŶƯƩƺƏƱŵźĩƵŚţƺĩźŤƀŝƽ  
æåå éçå ì/ëæ  çêî è/èí  æëæ ŽŚƴƄƳřƹŹŵƺūƹƿŚ ƱřƹŹ Ĩƃżě ƤƯǀƮ  
æåå ë æåå ë - - Śſƿź  
Ɩưū  ƀŝǀŹŚ źŧƺƯ  źŧƺƯ  źŧřƎſƺŤƯ  ŝƾ źŧřƿŚ źŧřƮĩ  ƯǀƱřż ŧŐţǀź 
ƂƴĩřƹƕƺƳ ƶƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ  ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ ŶƇŹŵ ŵřŶƘţ 
æåå  çêå  æ/ç è  é/é ææ  é/æå çë  íé çæå ƪŨƯƶŝƶƬŝŚƤƯ 
æåå èêê  î/î  èè  èé ææé  ì/çç ìë  ê/èè ææç ƗŵƂƯřŹōƶŝƮūŚƸƯšƺ  
æåå çêë  ç ê  î/æç èè  é/æí éì  î/ëë æìæ ƱŵźĪƳƭřŶƣř 
æåå çíç  ë/î  çì  ç/çê  ìæ  é/æì éî  í/éì  æèê  ơƺƟŚƯƶŝƁŹřżĭ 
æåå çëì  ç/ê  æé  í/æê  éç  ê/æë  éé  ë/ëç  æëì  ŵƺųŻřƕŚƟŵ 
æåå çêé  î/ê  æê  è/çæ  êé  çç  êë  í/êå  æçî  ŹŵƯǀƱŚ ŚŝƲŤƃřŸĭƿĪƾ ƱřŹŚĪưƷŻř  
æåå çéè  è/ê  æè  ë/æê  èí  í/çæ  êè  ç/êì  æèî  ƶŝƱŵƺưƳŵƺưƳřƹřƿƶĪƴ ƣŚƠţřƾ ƳǀƵŵŚŤƠ  
æåå èçî  ç/ææ  èì  éê  æéí  é/çå  ëì  é/çè  ìì  ƱŶƳřƺųřźƟ ƳŚŞƸĮƳƾ  
æåå çåê  é/é  î  ë/æé  èå  æ/æê  èæ  î/ëê  æèê  ŹŵƯǀƱŚ ƵŵřƺƳŚųƹƱŚŤſƹŵŚŝƲŤƃřŸĭ  
æåå ìì  í/ç  ç  ë/î  ì  è/ææ  æå  è/ìë  êí  ƺŬŤƀūƽ ƵŹƹŚƄƯ  
æåå èë  ì/ç  æ  ê/ê  ç  è/í  è  è/íè  èå  ěǀĮǀźƽ ƳƺƳŚƣƾ  
æåå çî  -  -  í/ë  ç  ç/æì  ê  í/ìê  çç  ŢƯřźƛŢſřƺųŹŵ 
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ŽŚºſřźºŝ ƁŹřżºĭ ŹŵƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƵŶºƴƴĩŢĩźºƃƱřŹŚŤºſźě
ì/çíŶƇŹŵ    ŢƳƺºƄųƩŚºưƗřƁŹřżĭŵŹřƺƯºƷǀĢ ƺĭƶºƳ ŚºưůƿŤƾ Żř
ƝźƏ ƫƺŘƀƯǀƲ ŹŵƿŢƟŚ ŶƳŵƺŝƵŵźĪƳ ì/ééŶƇŹŵ ŵŹřƺƯƯǀƱřż řºƿƲ 
ŚưůƿŢ ŚƷ ŚƸƴţƹƮĩç/éŶƇŹŵ ƱřŹŚŤſźěƯǀƱřż ŚưůƿŢ ƫƺŘƀƯǀƲ řŹ
ŻƿŵŚ ŶƳŵƺưƳƁŹřżĭ  
  
ƹŦŰŝŤƳǀƶŬ ĭǀźƽ  
ŹŵřƿƲ ƶƘƫŚƐƯ ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƵŶƃƩŚưƗřŢƳƺƄųƬƗǀƶ ŻřƱřŹŚŤſźě
ƕƺƳƯǈĩƾ ƹźŤưĩƿƲ Ʊō ŚƷ ƕƺƳŻřƀƴūǀŤƾ    ŚºŝƶºĩŵƺŝƿƶºŤƟŚ ŚºƷƽ 
ŹŵƵŵřżƳŚƯŻƶƘƫŚƐƯŚŝŹŷōƿƱŚŬ ƣźƃƾ  )ŵŹřŵŢºƤŝŚƐƯæí.(Ƭºſǀưƾ ƹ
ĬƴţƹƱřŹŚĪưƷ ŵƺųƂƷƹĦěŹŵŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƯǀƱřż ŢƳƺºƄų   ƕƺºƳŻř
Ưǈĩƾ ƶŝƹţźţǀŜ í/îìŶƇŹŵ ƹîçŶƇŹŵ ŶƳŵƺưƳƁŹřżĭæîçå 
ƶĩ (ŝǀźŤƄ ŻřƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ ŹŵŚƯřºƿƲ    .ŢºſřƂƷƹĦºěƤƗǀºƬƾ   ƹŵřĦºƳ
ƱřŹŚĪưƷ ƯǀƱřż ŢƳƺƄųƳřƹŹƾ Żřƺſƽ ŝǀƱřŹŚư ƱŚƷřźưƷƹƱō ŚºƷ řŹ
è/ëåŶƇŹŵ źŤưĩƶĩŶƳŵƺưƳƁŹřżĭ ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ ŹŵŚƯřºƿƲ   ƂƷƹĦºě
Ţſřçæ .(ƂƷƹĦě ŚƷƽ ŹŵƵŶƃƭŚŬƳřŚſƿź ŚƷŹƺƄĩ Ƴǀż ŞƯǀƲ řºƿƲ 
ƶĩŢſřŜƬƐƯŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƯǀƱřż ƃǀƕƺ    ŶºŝƶºŝƍƺŝźƯŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳř
ŹŚººŤƟŹƽ ººƯǈĩƾ ŢººſřêèçççèŹŵ .(řººƿƲ ƍŚººŞţŹřƶººƘƫŚƐƯ
ƴƘƯƾ Źřŵƽ ŝǀƲ ŢƳƺƄųƹƱřŹŚŤſźěžƴūƯǈĩƾ Źŵ .ŢƃřŶƳŵƺūƹ
ƫŚůƾ ƶĩ   ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵºŤƘƟŹƾ ºůŹǀƮ   ƍŚºŞţŹřƵŵřŻºƴƘƯƾ Źřŵƽ ºŝǀƲ 
ŢƃřŵŵƺūƹƱřŹŚŤſźěžƴūæëŹŵ .(řƿƲ ƶƘƫŚƐƯ źºŤưĩƿƲ ƯºǀƱřż 
ŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳřƬƗǀƶ ƱřŹŚŤſźě ŵřĦƳƽ ƹºƀƴūǀŤƾ   ƎºſƺţƹŝǀŹŚºư ƹ
ƱŚƷřźưƷŝǀŹŚư ŽŚſřźŝ .ŵƺŝƵŵŚŤƟřơŚƠţř     ŢºƃřŶƸŝƱŚƯŻŚºſƭǈºƗř
ƳŚƸūƾ ƯǀƱřż ŢƳƺƄųŵřĦƳƽ ƹƀƴūƾ ƶŝƩŚƤţźěŹŵţźţǀŜ í ƹç/ç 
ŶƇŹŵƱŚƴŞƫì/å ƹí/æ ŶƇŹŵƱŚŤºſŹŚƜƬŝç/ç ƹí/å ŶºƇŹŵ Źŵƹ
źƟōƿŚƤƽ ŝƺƴūƾ ê/çç ƹì/é  )ŢºſřƵŵƺŝŶƇŹŵçé  Śºŝ .(řºƿƲ   ƩŚºů
ƯǀƱřż ƃǀƕƺ řƿƲ ƘƫŚƐƯƶŝŢŞƀƳŢƳƺƄųƕƺƳƹŵƭŚŬƳřšŚ   ŹŵƵŶºƃ
ƀŝǀŹŚƽ       ƱřŹŚºĪưƷƹƵŵřżƳŚºƯŻƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ .ŢºſřźţǇŚºŝŚƷŹƺºƄĩŻř 
ì/çåŶƇŹŵ ƹê/îŶƇŹŵ    ƶºŝƱřŹŚŤºſźěţźţºǀŜ   ŢƳƺºƄųŵřĦºƳƽ ƹ
ƀƴūƾ ŶƳŵƺŝƵŵźĩƶŝźŬţřŹæíƶĩ ( ŚŝŚºŤƳƿŪ    ŢºƤŝŚƐƯŚºƯŞºƀƳƾ 
ŚſŹŚěƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ .ŵŹřŵƿƠſƺƾ ƹ ƱřŹŚºĪưƷ ƯºǀƱřż    ŢƳƺºƄųƩŚºưƗř
ƀƴūƾ ƬƗºǀƶ   ƹƱŚĪºƃżěƺŬºƄƳřŵƿƱŚ Īºƃżěƾ éî/ìŶºƇŹŵ ƹŵƺºŝ 
ƷǀĢ ƶƳƺĭ ŢƳƺƄųŵřĦƳƽ ŹŵřƿƲ    ) ŵƺºŝƵŶºƄƳƁŹřżºĭƶƘƫŚƐƯçê .(
řźŝŚºƴŝƿƲ ŚºƃƿŶ ƱřŹŚŤºſźěƶºĩŢºƠĭƱřƺºŤŝŝǀźŤºƄ ƹƱŚĪºƃżěŻř 
ƺŬƄƳřŵƿƱŚ Īƃżěƾ ŢƳƺƄųƉźƘƯŹŵŵřĦƳƽ ŚƯƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ .ŶƴŤƀƷ
ƕřƺƳřŵřŶųŹŢƳƺƄų ŚƷ ŝǀźŤƄ   šŹƺºƇƶºŝ ƣŚºƠţřƾ   .ŵƺºŝƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ 
ƺƃƣƾ   ŢƳƺºƄųƶŝźŬţºƯǈĩƾ Źŵê/æîŶºƇŹŵ   ŵŹřƺºƯ  šŹƺºƇƶºŝ 
ƶƳřŻƹŹê/çåŶƇŹŵ ĮŤƠƷƾ ƹè/çèê ŹŵŚƸƴţƹƶƳŚƷŚƯî/çæŶºƇŹŵ 
šŹƺƇƶŝ ƣŚƠţřƾ ŵƺŝæì .(řƿƲ ŚŤƳƿŪ ƱŚºƄƳ ƵŶºƴƷŵ řºƿƲ    ƶºĩŢºſř
ŚƯƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵŢƳƺƄųŹřźĪţšŚƘƟŵƀŝǀŹŚ ŻřźºŤưĩ   ƶºƘƫŚƐƯƣƺºƃƾ 
ƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵ .ŢſřƹƿƬƴŤƀƴƾ ƹƹƿŤǀƱƺºŤĮƴÎ Źŵ   ƩŚºſçååí ƯºǀƱřż 
   ŢƳƺººƄųƶººŝźŬţé/íŶººƇŹŵ ƶººƳřŻƹŹè/æìŶººƇŹŵĮŤƠƷƾ Źŵƹ
ë/éçŶƇŹŵ ŵŹřƺƯƣŚƠţřƾ ŚŝƶĩŢſřƵŵƺŝŚŤƳƿŪ   ŢºƤŝŚƐƯŚƯƶƘƫŚƐƯ
ŞººƀƳƾ ŵŹřŵæê.( Źŵ ƶººƘƫŚƐƯ źƯŚººĩƿƺƴ ŹƺººƄĩŶººƴģŹŵŚººěƹŹřƾƿ 
ì/ççŶƇŹŵ ŢƳƺƄųƱřŹŚŤſźě ƬƜƃƾ řŹ šŹƺƇƶŝ   ƶºƳřŻƹŹ ) ŹźºĪƯ
ĮŤƠƷƾ źĩƶŝźŬţ ( ƶƳŚƷŚƯƹŶƳŵƺŝƵŵçë   Śºŝƶºĩ(ŚºŤƳƿŪ    ŚºƯƶºƘƫŚƐƯ
ŢƤŝŚƐƯŞƀƳƾ ŵŹřŵ   
ŹŵřƿƲ ƶƘƫŚƐƯŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƶŝƵŶƃƩŚưƗřŢƳƺƄųţźţǀŜ   Ǝºſƺţ
ŝǀƱřŹŚººư ) ƱŚººƷřźưƷƹê/êí(%ƱřŹŚŤººſźěźſêèƱřŹŚººĪưƷƹ (%
ŹŚŤſźěê/éí .ŵƺŝƵŶƃƩŚưƗř (%ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ   ƹŹƺºƄĩƪųřŵšŚƘƫŚƐƯ
Śſƿź ŚƷŹƺƄĩ ŚŤƳƿŪ ţƹŚƠŤƯƾ řŹřŹŵƿƲ ƯŻǀƶƴ ƁŹřżĭƵŵźºĩ ŶºƳř  źºŝ .
ƪƳƺĩƹřƶƘƫŚƐƯŽŚſřÏ ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ŢƳƺƄųƔƠƫƾ   ƶºŝţźţºǀŜ   Ǝºſƺţ
ƱŚĪƃżěŶƯƿƱřź ƹƱřŹŚŤſźěƎſƺţžĜſŚºſƿź    ƩŚºưƗřƱřŹŚºĪưƷ
  )ŵƺºŝƵŶºƃçì.(   žĩƺºĩƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵÐ ŝǀźŤºƄƿƲ ŹřŻōºƯǈĩƾ ƬƗºǀƶ 
žĜſƱŚĪƃżěƎſƺţƩƹřƶūŹŵŹŵƱřŹŚŤſźěţźţƶºŝºǀŜ ŝǀ  ƱřŹŚºư
  ƱŚŤºſƹŵƹƵŵřƺƳŚųƱō ŚºƷřƹźěƺºſƿŚƷŹż ƹŻƿƱŚŤºſŵź    ƵŶºƃƭŚºŬƳř
ŵƺŝçí .(ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ řƿƲ ŚŝƶƘƫŚƐƯƹŵƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ ŵŹřŶƳŢƤŝŚƐƯŚƯ 
Źŵ ƀŝǀŹŚƽ ŹŵƵŶƃƭŚŬƳřšŚƘƫŚƐƯŻřřƿƱřź ŝǀźŤºƄƿƲ   ŜºĪţźƯ
ŢƳƺƄųƱŚĭŶƳƺƃƱŚƷřźưƷŝǀŹŚư ƹŝǀƱřŹŚư  )ŶºƳŵƺŝæëæìæí .(
ƱŚƯŻŚſƁŹřżĭŽŚſřźŝƳŚƸūƾ ºƏƾ ƩŚºſ ŚºƷƽ çååå   Śºţçååê 
ƕřƺƳřŹŵƱŚưūŚƸƯźŨĩřŢƳƺƄų ŚºƷ   ƱŚĮŤºƀŝŝǀŹŚºư Ƶŵƺºŝ ŶºƳřřºƿƲ 
ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷ ŚŝƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ ŚƯƶƘƫŚƐƯƮƷ Ƴřƺųƾ ŵŹřŵçìçîèåŚŝ (řºƿƲ 
ŹŵƩŚůųźŝƾ šŚƘƫŚƐƯ ƶƬưūŻř ƶƘƫŚƐƯƹŚƴĮƯƿƹŚºŤ ƳƺºĜƷǀưƾÑºƿƺ 
řƺƷÒ ƹŚěƽÓ   źºŨĩřưūŚºƸƯǀƲ   ƕřƺºƳřŹŵŢƳƺºƄų ŚºƷ ƹ  ƅƺºƈųƶºŝ 
ŢƳƺƄųƔƠƫƾ ŝǀưƱřŹŚ Ƶŵƺŝ ŶºƳř)èæèèç .(ƿºĪƾ    šƹŚºƠţƪºƬƗŻř
ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷ ŹŵřƿƲ ƯŻǀƶƴ Ưƾ ŶƳřƺţ šƹŚƠţ ŚƷƽ ºĮƴƷźƟƾ ƹ  ƅƺºƈųƶºŝ 
ĬƴƷźƟřŹƿŪ ŹŵŰƯǀƎ ŹŚĩƕƺƳŹŵšƹŚƠţºſŹźŝƾ ºƿŚ   ƶºŝţŹŚºŞƗƾ 
ƕřƺƳřŹŵšƹŚƠţƶƯŚƴƄſźě ŚƷƽ ŹŵƵŵŚƠŤſřŵŹƺƯřƿƲ  .ŶƃŚŝšŚƘƫŚƐƯ
ƶĩřźģųźŝƾ šŚƘƫŚƐƯƯǀƱřż ŢƳƺƄųŻƹźŝřŹšŹƺƇƶŝ   ŵŹƺºƯƪĩ
ſŹźŝƾ ŹřźƣƵŵřŵ ŶƳř ƹųźŝƾ     ŚºƯƶºƘƫŚƐƯƶºƬưūŻřšŚƘƫŚƐƯƯºǀƱřż 
ƶŝŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳřĪƠţǀĨ    ŢƳƺºƄųƪƯŚºƃŢƳƺƄųƖŞƴƯŵƺºưƗƽ )
ơƺƟŚƯƝźƏŻřƵŶƃƩŚưƗřƤƟřƾ   ƹ (ŹŚºĪưƷƝźºƏŻřƵŶƃƩŚưƗř )
ƝźƏŻřƵŶƃƩŚưƗřŢƳƺƄųŝǀŹŚư   ŵŹƺºƯƱŚƷřźưƷƹºſŹźŝƾ   Źřźºƣ
Ƶŵřŵ ŶƳřŹŵ .řƿƲ īźƯƶƘƫŚƐƯŝǀƱřŹŚưƭŚůŵŻřºŝǀƂ   ŶºůŻřºŰƯǀƎ 
ƹŹŚĩŵƿź źŝĨƃżěƱŶƃźƋŚůƫŚŝǀƲ ŝǀŹŚºư   ƱřƺºƴƗƶºŝ ŝǀźŤºƄƿƲ 
                                               
1 Winstanley  & Whittington 
2 Oconnell 
3 Cox 
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ŢƳƺƄųƵŶƴƴĩŶƘŤƀƯƪƯřƺƗƬƗǀƶ źĩŷƱřŹŚŤſźěŵźĭƿŶ.ŹŵƫŚºůƾ 
ƶĩ ƵŵřżƳŚƯŻ ƱřŹŚĪưƷƹŝǀźŤƄƿƲ    ƵŶºƴƴĩŶƘŤºƀƯƪºƯřƺƗ   ŢƳƺºƄų
ƬƗǀƶ ƶŝřŹƱřŹŚŤſźěţźţǀŜ šŚƳŚĪƯřƱŵƺŞƳƴƯřǀºŤƾ   ƖºƣƺƯƶºŝ  Ʈºĩ
ƶŝƱřŹŚŤſźěŵřŶƘţŢŞƀƳƱŵƺŝŝǀƱřŹŚư   ƶºƯŚƳźŝƲŤƃřŶƳƹºƃŻƺƯōƾ 
řźŝƽ ěǀĮƄǀźƽ źĩŷŢƳƺƄųŻřƵŵƺưƳ ŶƳř)æíƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƹ (ƿƠºſƺƾ 
Ƴǀż šŚƳŚĪƯřŵƺŞƳƴƯřǀŤƾ ƖƣƺƯƶŝīźƯŝǀƱřŹŚư   ƭŚºůŵŻřƹºŝǀƂ Żř
ŹŵŶůŰƯǀƎ     źŧƺºƯƱřƺºƴƗƶºŝŹŚĩźºţƿƲ     ƵŶºƴƴĩŶƘŤºƀƯƪºƯřƺƗ
ŹŵŢƳƺƄųŝǀŹŚưƱŚŤſ ŢſřƵŶƃƁŹřżĭçê .(řƿƲ ŚŤƳƿŪ   ŹƺºƏƶºŝ 
ŞƀƳƾ ŚŝƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ ŹŵŚƯřƿƲ    Źŵ .ŵŹřŵƢŝŚºƐţƶºƘƫŚƐƯřºƿƲ   ƶºƘƫŚƐƯ
ŝǀźŤƄƿƲ ƂƴĩřƹƶƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ      ƶºŝŢƳƺºƄųƕƺºƣƹŵŹřƺºƯŹŵƱřŹŚŤſźě
ţźţǀŜ ƂƯřŹōƶŝšƺƗŵƱŶƳřƺųřźƟƳŚŞƸĮƳƾ   ƹơƺƟŚºƯƶºŝƁŹřżĭ
ŵƺŝŵƺųŻřƕŚƟŵ řƿƲ ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷ ŚŝŚŤƳƿŪ Ż  ƹƵŵřżƳŚºƯƿƠºſƺƾ   ŢºƤŝŚƐƯ
ŵŹřŵæíçêŚŝ (řƿƲ ƶĩšƹŚƠţƯǀƱřż ŻřƵŵŚƠŤſřřƿƲ Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚºƷ Źŵ
ŚƯƶƘƫŚƐƯƅƺƈųƶŝ ơƺƟŚƯƶŝƁŹřżĭ ŝǀźŤƄ ƹŢſřƵŵƺŝƫŵǀƪ Ʊō
Ưƾ ŶƳřƺţ ŚưůƿŢ ŝǀźŤƄ    řźºģŶºƃŚŝŚƯƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƱřŹŚŤſźěŻřơƺƟŚƯ
ƶĩƳŚƯŻƾ ŹřźĪţơƺƟŚƯƶŝƁŹřżĭƯƾ ŵƺƃ ƭřŶƣřƶĩźŧƺƯƽ ŹŵƯŻǀƶƴ 
šŹƺƇƍƺŝźƯĭǀŵź .ŝƾ ţƹŚƠţƾ     ƪºŝŚƤƯŹŵƂƴºĩřƹƱŵřŶºƳƱŚƄƳƹ
ŢƳƺƄų ŹŵřƿƲ ƶƘƫŚƐƯë/ëå    ƵŶºƴƴĩŭźºƐƯŢºſřƲĪưƯ ( %řºƿƲ 
ƋźƟǀƶ ƶĩŶƃŚŝƱō ŚƷ    ƱřƺºƴƗƶºŝřŹŢƳƺƄųºŗżūƾ    ŵƺºųƶºƟźůŻř
ŸěƿƶŤƟź ŶƳř)èèŹŵ (řƿƲ ƶƘƫŚƐƯç/êîŶºƇŹŵ    ŹŵƱŚĭŶºƴƴĩŢĩźºƃ
ƶŝƶƘƫŚƐƯƗƺƳƾ ƕřƺƳřƪŝŚƤƯŹŵ   ƹŶºƳŵƺŝƵŵźºĩƪŨƯƶƬŝŚƤƯŢƳƺƄų
ç/ëèŶƇŹŵ  .ŶƳŵƺŝƵŵźĩƕŚƟŵŵƺųŻřƱŚĭŶƴƴĩŢĩźƃŚŝºƿŶ   ƶºūƺţ
ƶĩŢƃřŵřƿƲ ƶƳƺĭ ŚŝŚƷŵŹƺųźŝŝǀŹŚư ƵŵřƺƳŚųƹƱō ŚƷ ƪŝŚƤŤƯŵŚưŤƗř
šŚƯƹżƬƯŻřƶĩºſŚſřƾ ŹŵŹřźºƣźŝƽ ºƿĨ   ƍŚºŞţŹřƳŚºƯŹŵƾ   řŹŢºſř
ŜººƣřƺƗƹƵŵƺººưƳŹřŵƶººƃŶų ŚººƃƺųŚƳƿŶƴƽ    ŶººƷřƺųƩŚººŞƳŵƶººŝ
ŵŢƃřèèŹŵƱŚĭŶƴƴĩŢĩźƃ .(řƿƲ ƂƷƹĦě  ƱŵźºĩźŞųƳŚºŞƸĮƳƾ 
ŹŵřŹŢƳƺƄųƕƺƣƹƭŚĮƴƷŹŵ ç/êêŶƇŹŵ ƂƯřŹōƶŝšƺƗŵƹŵŹřƺƯ
ŹŵééŶƇŹŵ ŵŹřƺƯ ƯřŶƣřƾ   ŹŵŶºƳŵƺŝƵŵźĩŵřŶưƬƣźŧƺƯƫŚºůƾ ƶºĩ 
Śſƿź Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚƷ řŹŢƳƺƄųƪŝŚƤƯŹŵƵŶƃƶŤƟźĭŹŚĩƶŝ ŝƾ ŧŐţǀź ºƿŚ 
Ʈĩ ŧŐţǀź  .ŶƳŵƺŝƵŵźĩŵřŶưƬƣŵŹřƿƲ ŵƺųŻřƕŚƟŵƶƘƫŚƐƯƶŝƶƬŝŚƤƯ
   ŻřŢƳƺºƄųƩŚºŞƣŹŵƂƴĩřƹƱŵřŶƳƱŚƄƳƹƪŨƯƂƴºĩřƹ ŚºƷƽ   źºě
ƮĩŚƯřŵźŝŹŚĩŧŐţǀź ƿŚ ŝƾ ŧŐºţǀź     .ŵƺºŝŢƳƺºƄųŚºŝƶºƬŝŚƤƯŹŵ   źºŨĩř
ŹŵƶŤƟźĭšŹƺƇšŚƘƫŚƐƯřƿƱřź ƶƘƫŚƐƯƶƬưūŻřƳŚưůŹƾƿƠºſƺƾ
ƹƵŵřżƳŚƯŻ ƗŚưſřǀƪ Źƺěèéçêçèæíƶŝ ( Ƃƴºĩřƹ ŚºƷƽ   ŵŹƺºƯ
ŢƳƺƄųŚŝƶƬŝŚƤƯŹŵƱřŹŚŤſźěƵŵŚƠŤſřƶŤųřŵźě ŶƳř ƶŝŚƯřřƿƶĪƴ   ƶºĩ
ōƿŚ Ƃƴĩřƹ ŚƷ ƖƣřƹźŧƺƯƯƾ ŶƳƺƃ ƿŚ ƵŹŚƃřƶƳƵŵźĪƳ ŶƳř .ƯǀƱřż ƁŹřżĭ
ƶŝŢƳƺƄųƕřƺƳř ŹŵơƺƟŚƯřºƿƲ   ƶºƘƫŚƐƯí/ëëŶºƇŹŵ ŵƺºŝ   Źŵƶºĩ
í/éìŶƇŹŵ   řŹơƺƟŚºƯƶŝƱŵźĩƁŹřżĭŵŹřƺƯºŝƾ   źºŧřºƿŚ   źºŧřƮºĩ 
ŵřŶưƬƣ ŶƳŵƺŝƵŵźĩ ƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƿƠſƺƾ ƯǀƱřż     ƶºŝŢƳƺºƄųƁŹřżºĭ
ơƺƟŚƯåé/çŶƇŹŵ  ƵŵřżƳŚºƯŻƶƘƫŚƐƯŹŵç/æêŶºƇŹŵ   ƶºƘƫŚƐƯŹŵƹ
ƗŚưſřǀƪ Źƺěë/æêŶºƇŹŵ  )ŵƺºŝæíçèçê  ƶºĩ (ºƀŝǀŹŚ   ŻřźºŤưĩ
ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ ŹŵŚƯřƿƲ Źŵ .ŢſřƂƷƹĦěųźŝƾ šŚƘƫŚƐƯŵƿźĮ ƶŝřºƿƲ 
ƵŹŚƃřƶŤĪƳƵźĩ ŶƳř    ųƁŹřżºĭšŹƺºƇŹŵƶºĩ  ŢƳƺºƄºƷǀĢ ƯřŶºƣřƾ 
ƎſƺţŶƯƿƱřź šŹƺƇưƳƾ ĭǀŵź)èéƹ .(řƿƲ ŹŵƫŚůƾ ŽŚſřźŝŢſř
Ƈƺţǀƶ žƳřĥŹƹřƱřŹŚŤſźěƲưŬƳřƱřŹŚŤſźěŚŝƿŤƀƾ ƺºƄţƿƢ ŶƳƺºƃ 
ŚƣƹƿƖ ŢƳƺƄųƯōǀż ƁŹřżĭřŹŚưƳƿŶºƴ ƹŚưůºƿŢ ŚºƷƽ   ŻřžºěƭŻǇ
ŚƣƹƿƖ ŢƳƺƄųƯōǀż ŚŝƿŤƀƾ řźŝƽ Ʊō ŚƷ ƭŚŬƳřŸºěƿŵź)èê  ŽŚºſřźŝ .(
ŚŤƳƿŪ řƿƲ ƯƶƘƫŚƐěǀŵŚƸƴƄ Ưƾ ŵƺƃ   šŚºƘƫŚƐƯƶºƬųřŶƯ řƽ    ƝŶºƷŚºŝ
ŶƯƿźƿŢ ƩźŤƴĩƹŢƳƺƄų ŚƷƽ ƬƜºƃƾ ƹºƿŚ   ƂƷŚºĩŢƳƺºƄų ŚºƷƽ 
ƬƜƃƾ ƭŚŬƳřŸěƿŵź .  
ƿƶŤƟŚ ŚƷƽ řƿƲ ƶƘƫŚƐƯƱŚƄƳ ƵŶƴƷŵ ƃǀƕƺ ǇŚŝƽ   ŢƳƺºƄųƬƗºǀƶ 
ŻřƱřŹŚŤſźěƵŵŚƠŤſřƹƱřŹŚŤſźěƂƴĩřƹ ŚƷƽ ƶºƬŝŚƤƯ řƽ    .ŵƺºŝźŧƺƯŚºƳ
ƶºƬưūŻřƭŻǇšŚƯřŶƣřřŸƫ   ƶƘºſƺţƶºƯŚƳźŝ ŚºƷƽ ºƃŻƺƯōƾ    ƝŶºƷŚºŝ
ŶƴưƳřƺţŻŚſƽ ƹƩźŤƴĩŹŵƱřŹŚŤſźěŶƯƿźƿŢ ŚƣƹƿƖ ŢƳƺƄųƯōºǀż 
ŹƹźƋƽ Ţſř   
 
ŶƤţƿź ƹźĪƄţ  
 ŢƳƹŚƘƯŻřƤŰţǀšŚƤ ƹŹƹŚƴƟƽ ƭƺƬƗƵŚĮƄƳřŵšŚƗǈƏřĪºƃżěƾ 
ŢŝŚŝƱŚŤſźƫŚưůƿŢ ƫŚƯƾ   ƹŭźºƏŻřƬĩºǀƶ ƱřŹŚºĪưƷ   ƱřŹŚŤºſźěƹ
ƹźĪƄţŭźƏŹŵƵŶƴƴĩŢĩźƃřŵŹŶƣƳƾ Ưƾ ŵƺƃ.  
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Abstract 
Background & Aims:  Workplace violence is considered as a health problem in nursing profession. 
The aim of this study was to determine nurses behavior meeting to workplace violence and their 
confronting reactions in violent events.  
Materials & Methods: This descriptive-cross-sectional study was conducted on all of nursing staffs of 
Khorramabad educational hospital in 2011. A questionnaire containing, personal and occupational 
characteristics, prevalence of four types of occupational violence (Physical, Verbal, Racial and 
sexual), nurses confronting behavior and violence predisposing factors was used. After collecting, the 
data were analyzed using descriptive statistics including mean and frequencies by SPSSversion16.  
Results:  Analysis of the data showed that the most frequent type of violence against nurses was 
verbal violence committed by patient and their relatives (%78.5), managers (%46.2) and staffs 
(%43.1) respectively. The least frequent type of workplace violence was the sexual one. Most of the 
nurses' confronting violent behavior was calling hospital guard, and most of the nurses’ confronting 
behavior was ineffective. 
Conclusion:  The result showed high prevalence of violence against nursing staffs, and the use of 
ineffective confronting behavior by nurses. Therefore it is necessary to develop educational program 
to empower the nursing staff against violent events.  
Key words: Nursing, workplace violence, occupational violence, confronting behaviors 
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